Hot And Badgered The Honey Badgers
Yeah, reviewing a book Hot And Badgered The Honey Badgers could accumulate your close links
listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, realization does not
suggest that you have astounding points.
Comprehending as with ease as contract even more than new will offer each success. adjacent to,
the proclamation as without difficulty as acuteness of this Hot And Badgered The Honey Badgers
can be taken as competently as picked to act.

The Dragon Who Loved Me - G.A. Aiken
2011-05-26
“There’s never a dull moment with these
dragons. Fighting! Mayhem! Danger! . . . a fun
read” from the New York Times bestselling
author (Vampire Book Club). I was raised for
battle. And as the first daughter of a warrior
family, I’ve earned my reputation the hard way.
Yet now I fight alongside uncivilized male
Northland dragons who think a female is only
good for breeding and waiting back home in the
cave. But it’s the foolish and foolhardy who
would try to stop me, Rhona the Fearless, from
doing what I do best—destroying the enemies of
my kind. So the smartest thing wily barbarian
Vigholf the Abhorrent can do for me is stay out
of my way as we risk all on a deadly mission in
enemy territory. I don’t care if he’s fascinated by
me, even though he is as attractive as he is
resourceful. He’s having far too much fun
putting me in difficult situations and testing my
sense of duty to the limit. And I’m going to enjoy
challenging his insufferable confidence,
outwitting his schemes, and making him
surrender in the wildest ways . . . Praise for the
Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s patented mix of
bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious
dialogue have made this series a truly unique
pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A
chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy
slaying brawl of a good book.”—All Things Urban
Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved
it!”—Thea Harrison, New York Times bestselling
author
Last Dragon Standing - G.A. Aiken 2010-09-01
“Sexy and outrageous humor” heat up this fun
fantasy from the New York Times bestselling
author of the Scarred Earth Saga (Romantic

Times). I know what they see when they look at
me. The charming, soft-spoken dragoness bred
from the most powerful of royal bloodlines. A
disguise stronger than any battle shield that
allows me to keep all suitors at tail’s length. A
technique that’s worked until him. Until Ragnar
the Cunning, handsome barbarian warlord and
warrior mage from the desolate Northlands.
Unlike those who’ve come before him, he does
not simply submit to my astounding charm and
devastating smile. Instead, he dismisses me as
vapid, useless and, to my great annoyance,
rather stupid! Yet I’ll allow no male to dismiss
me. Soon he’ll learn my worth, my many skills,
and the strength of my will. For this one
challenges me enough to make me want to
ruthlessly taunt him, tease him and, finally,
when the trap is set, bring him to his knees.
Praise for the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s
patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy
scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this
series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book
Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping, meadhall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good
book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-outloud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New
York Times bestselling author
Wolf with Benefits - Shelly Laurenston
2014-08-06
New York Times-Bestselling Author: This goodol’-boy wolf—and ace security expert—serves,
protects and seduces… Sure, Toni Jean-Louis
Parker has to be the responsible oldest sister to
a crazy-brilliant clan of jackal siblings. But now
she’s cutting loose for some hot, sweaty, nocommitments fun—and the sexy, slow-talking,
swift-moving predator assigned to keep her
family safe is just the right thing to shapeshift
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her love life into overdrive. Trouble is, he’s
starting to get all obsessive wolf on her every
time he looks in her direction… Getting serious
about anyone isn’t in Ricky Lee Reed’s plans.
Hell, even now he doesn’t really have a
plan—outside of catching whoever is threatening
this dangerously brilliant family. But the more
he sees of Toni, the more he’s howling for her.
And whatever it takes to convince her that what
they have is everything, well, this wily wolf is
down for the sizzling chase… “Hot shape-shifters
and even hotter passion.”—New York Timesbestselling author Gena Showalter “Fast-paced
action and smoking hot love scenes.”—RT Book
Reviews Top Pick
Lake Silence - Anne Bishop 2019-01-29
In this thrilling and suspenseful fantasy set in
the world of the New York Times bestselling
Others series, an inn owner and her shapeshifting lodger find themselves enmeshed in
danger and dark secrets. Human laws do not
apply in the territory controlled by the Others-vampires, shape-shifters, and even deadlier
paranormal beings. And this is a fact that
humans should never, ever forget.... After her
divorce, Vicki DeVine took over a rustic resort
near Lake Silence, in a human town that is not
human controlled. Towns such as Vicki's don't
have any distance from the Others, the dominant
predators who rule most of the land and all of
the water throughout the world. And when a
place has no boundaries, you never really know
what is out there watching you. Vicki was hoping
to find a new career and a new life. But when
her lodger, Aggie Crowe--one of the shapeshifting Others--discovers a murdered man, Vicki
finds trouble instead. The detectives want to pin
the death on her, despite the evidence that
nothing human could have killed the victim. As
Vicki and her friends search for answers, ancient
forces are roused by the disturbance in their
domain. They have rules that must not be
broken--and all the destructive powers of nature
at their command.
Uprising - Margaret Peterson Haddix 2007-09-25
In 1927, at the urging of twenty-one-year-old
Harriet, Mrs. Livingston reluctantly recalls her
experiences at the Triangle Shirtwaist factory,
including miserable working conditions that led
to a strike, then the fire that took the lives of her
two bestfriends, when Harriet, the boss's

daughter, was only five years old. Includes
historical notes.
Honey Badger Don't Care - Randall 2012-01-24
Never before has wildlife narration been this
bold and this hilarious. More than 40 million
people have viewed Randall’s honey badger
video, “The Crazy Nastyass Honey Badger.” “It
has no regard for anyone or anything—it just
takes what it wants! What a little badass!” When
viewing wildlife footage, who hasn’t thought at
times, “Ewww! What the hell is that?!” Randall
thinks it — and says so! In Honey Badger Don’t
Care, Randall examines and humorously informs
on a dozen crazy, nasty animals of the wild
kingdom employing his unique style of telling it
like it is! His wildlife writing is refreshingly
honest. If an animal scares Randall, he’s not
afraid to share. Unlike most nature writers,
Randall doesn’t deliver the sugarcoated or drab
description. He “goes there” and shares his true
feelings with his audience. Because of this, his
readers feel that they can relate. Randall loves
animals—even the ones that terrify him. He may
not agree with how these animals conduct
themselves in the world, but Randall wants
everyone to know who they are. Just as he
introduced the world to the honey badger, the
Jesus lizard, and others, so will Randall shed
light on twelve bizarre and interesting animals.
Designed with callouts, sidebars, and more than
fifty photos, Honey Badger Don’t Care presents
a wildlife book for adults—hilarious, irreverent,
profane, yet charming, chatty, and informative.
Don’t be stupid—buy this book!
When He Was Bad - Shelly Laurenston
2014-04-01
A pair of shape-shifting Alpha males get their
romantic comeuppance in two paranormal
romances--Miss Congeniality by Shelly
Laurenston, as a handsome shape-shifter
rescues Professor Irene Conridge from her
enemies, and Cynthia Eden's Wicked Ways, in
which the hero helps gorgeous MIranda Shaw
escape a killer vampire. Original.
Lover Arisen - J.R. Ward 2022-04-05
True love brings a deadly threat to the Black
Dagger Brotherhood in this sizzling new novel in
J.R. Ward’s #1 New York Times bestselling
series. Possessed by the demon Devina,
Balthazar is once again on the hunt for the Book
of Spells—and fighting an undeniable attraction
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to a woman. As a thief, he has stolen a lot of
things…but he never thought his heart would be
taken by another. Especially not by a human. As
a homicide detective, Erika Saunders knows
there is something otherworldly going on in
Caldwell, New York. Mutilated bodies that
cannot be explained are all over her case
list—and then there are her nightmares in which
she’s hunted by shadows and captivated by a
mysterious man who is both a suspect and a
savior. When Devina’s wish for true love is
finally granted, Balthazar and Erika unwittingly
become the gateway for the rebirth of an old
enemy of the Brothers. Will the very thing that
brings them together lead to the ultimate
destruction of the Brotherhood? Or will they
have to lose everything in order to save the
race’s most sacred defenders?
Elizabeth's Wolf - Lora Leigh 2018-01-02
From New York Times bestselling author Lora
Leigh comes a new, revised edition of a beloved
classic in the passionate Breed
series—Elizabeth’s Wolf won the hearts of
readers everywhere when it was first released,
and now experience the magic again in this
special, expanded edition! Special-Forces solider
Dash has all but given up his will to live until an
innocent letter from a little girl brings him back
to life. Cassie writes to him every week,
strengthening his resolve to recover from the
devastating loss of his unit. But when the letters
suddenly stop arriving, Dash instinctively knows
Cassie and her mother are in critical danger.
Elizabeth and her daughter are on the run from
a dark and bloody past that refuses to let them
go. The stakes are too high for her to fall for this
dangerous man who’s just walked into her life,
but now more than ever she needs help. Saving
his mate and her daughter calls Dash’s beast to
the forefront and transforms the lone wolf into
an alpha protector—he becomes Elizabeth’s
wolf.
McGraw-Hill's Dictionary of American
Idoms and Phrasal Verbs - Richard Spears
2006-02-03
Learn the language of Nebraska . . .and 49 other
states With more entries than any other
reference of its kind, McGraw-Hill’s Dictionary
of American Idioms and Phrasal Verbs shows you
how American English is spoken today. You will
find commonly used phrasal verbs, idiomatic

expressions, proverbial expressions, and clichés.
The dictionary contains more than 24,000
entries, each defined and followed by one or two
example sentences. It also includes a PhraseFinder Index with more than 60,000 entries.
Light My Fire - G.A. Aiken 2014-11-25
The New York Times bestselling author offers
“absolutely everything a reader could want in a
book: action, sex, craziness, passion, lunacy and
. . . humor” (Fresh Fiction). The trouble with
humans is that they’re far too sensitive. Forget
you put a woman in the local jail for a few
months—and she takes it so personally! And yet
she is the one trying to assassinate the queen.
And now I’m trapped with Elina Shestakova of
the Black Bear Riders of the Midnight . . . gods!
That endless name! But what am I to do? I am
Celyn the Charming with direct orders from my
queen to protect this unforgiving female. Even
more shocking, this unforgiving female is
completely unimpressed by me. How is that even
possible? But I know what I want and, for the
moment, I want her. And I’m sure that she, like
all females, will learn to adore me. How could
she not when I am just so damn charming?
Praise for the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s
patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy
scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this
series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book
Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping, meadhall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good
book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-outloud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New
York Times bestselling author
Veins of Gold - Charlie N. Holmberg 2018-07-17
A new historical fantasy novel from Wall Street
Journal bestselling author Charlie N. Holmberg:
VEINS OF GOLD Desperate to save her siblings
from poverty, a young woman discovers magic
fueled by gold . . . and a love for the man who
wields it. Abandoned by their father for the gold
rush, Gentry and her siblings labor to survive
alone in the inhospitable west. When bizarre
natural disasters begin wreaking havoc on the
land, Gentry discovers a world of magic.
Desperate for help, she accepts aid from a
mysterious stranger. Winn not only sees the
magic, but controls its hunger by feeding it
gold—the very thing Gentry’s father left to
acquire. But the earth’s unrest only grows
worse, and Gentry’s fear leads her to a terrible
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choice: marry a wealthy man she does not love,
or trust in Winn’s unpredictable power to save
her family. Other Books by Charlie N. Holmberg:
The Paper Magician The Glass Magician The
Master Magician The Plastic Magician Followed
by Frost Magic Bitter, Magic Sweet The Fifth
Doll
Westward Ho! - Charles Kingsley 1920
The magnificent paintings of N. C. Wyeth
complement an action-packed saga of romance
and seafaring adventure set against the
dramatic backdrop of Elizabethan England, the
battle of the Spanish Armada, and the
exploration of North America.
The Princess Knight - G. Aiken 2020
"Gemma Smythe dedicated her life to the glory
of battle. With her fellow War Monks, she
worshipped the war gods, rained destruction on
her enemies, and raised the dead when the fancy
took her. Until her sister Keeley became the
prophesied Blacksmith Queen, and Gemma
broke faith with her order to journey to the
Amichai Mountain and fight by Keeley's side.The
Amichai warriors are an unruly, never-to-betamed lot, especially their leader-in-waiting,
Quinn. But when the War Monks declare support
for Gemma's ruthless younger sister Beatrix, the
immaturity of her key ally is the least of
Gemma's problems. She has to get to the grand
masters, dispel their grudge against her, and
persuade them to fight for Keeley and justice. If
her conviction can't sway them, perhaps Quinn's
irritating, irreverent, clearly unhinged, ferocity
will win the day."--Provided by publisher.
Bite Me - Shelly Laurenston 2014-03-25
Livy Kowalski has no time for idiots. When you
shapeshift into a honey badger, getting through
life's irritants is a finely honed skill. Until she
gets stuck housing her nutso cousin and dealing
with her dad's untimely and unexplained demise.
That's where Vic Barinov comes in - or his house
does. Vic can't step outside without coming back
to find Livy devouring his honey stash and
getting the TV remote sticky. It gets his animal
instincts all riled up. But he'll have to woo her at
high speed: all hell is breaking loose, and Livy is
leading the charge.
Hot and Badgered - Shelly Laurenston
2019-08-27
When her father places her entire family in
danger, honey badger shape shifter, Charlie

Taylor-MacKilligan, tries to protect her sisters
and grudgingly accepts the help of a grizzly bear
shifter, Berg Dunn.
Bring the Heat - G.A. Aiken 2017-08-29
The New York Times bestselling author “brings
back her irresistibly humorous, snarky, action
packed, violent and outrageously larger than life
dragons” (Smexy Books). HE SAYS . . . I, Aidan
the Divine, am, well divine. My name was given
to me by the Dragon Queen herself! I’m a
delight! Cheerful. Charming. And a mighty
warrior who is extremely handsome with a very
large and well-hidden hoard of gold. I am also
royal born, despite the fact that most in my
family are horrendous beings that don’t deserve
to live. And yet, Branwen the Awful—a low-born,
no less—either tells me to shut up or, worse,
ignores me completely. SHE SAYS . . . I’ll admit,
I ignore Aidan the Divine because it annoys him.
A lot. But, we have so much to do right now, I
can’t worry about why he keeps looking at me
like he’s thinking about kissing me. We have our
nations to save and no time for such bloody
foolishness . . . no matter how good Aidan looks
or how long his spiked tail is. Because before
this war destroys everything we love, we’ll have
to face our enemies together. But if we make it
out alive, who knows what the future will hold . .
. Praise for the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s
patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy
scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this
series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book
Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping, meadhall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good
book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-outloud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New
York Times bestselling author “A hot-hot series.”
—Library Journal &l
Enthralled - Lora Leigh 2013-07-02
They have the power to hold you spellbound, to
captivate your senses, and to keep you forever in
their control. Forever enthralled… #1 New York
Times bestselling author Lora Leigh returns to
her sensual world of the Breeds…as one
stubborn Breed meets her match, and can no
longer deny her mate—or the fierce desires of
her own heart. New York Times bestselling
author Alyssa Day introduces the League of the
Black Swan…and the dangerous game one
woman plays when her family’s curse dooms her
to kill the man she loves. New York Times
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bestselling author Meljean Brook delivers a new
story in her steampunk world of the Iron
Seas…as a man who’s lost everything returns
home to find that not only is his marriage in
jeopardy, but he must now fight air pirates who
intend to steal his one remaining treasure—his
wife. And Lucy Monroe, national bestselling
author of the Children of the Moon
novels…unleashes the feral passions of a
werewolf on the body, mind, and soul of his prey,
his lover, his lifemate.
The Art Of Seduction - Robert Greene
2010-09-03
Which sort of seducer could you be? Siren?
Rake? Cold Coquette? Star? Comedian?
Charismatic? Or Saint? This book will show you
which. Charm, persuasion, the ability to create
illusions: these are some of the many dazzling
gifts of the Seducer, the compelling figure who
is able to manipulate, mislead and give pleasure
all at once. When raised to the level of art,
seduction, an indirect and subtle form of power,
has toppled empires, won elections and enslaved
great minds. In this beautiful, sensually designed
book, Greene unearths the two sides of
seduction: the characters and the process.
Discover who you, or your pursuer, most
resembles. Learn, too, the pitfalls of the antiSeducer. Immerse yourself in the twenty-four
manoeuvres and strategies of the seductive
process, the ritual by which a seducer gains
mastery over their target. Understand how to
'Choose the Right Victim', 'Appear to Be an
Object of Desire' and 'Confuse Desire and
Reality'. In addition, Greene provides instruction
on how to identify victims by type. Each
fascinating character and each cunning tactic
demonstrates a fundamental truth about who we
are, and the targets we've become - or hope to
win over. The Art of Seduction is an
indispensable primer on the essence of one of
history's greatest weapons and the ultimate
power trip. From the internationally bestselling
author of The 48 Laws of Power, Mastery, and
The 33 Strategies Of War.
Phantom Evil - Heather Graham 2020-07-13
Return to where it all started: New Orleans, the
birthplace of the Krewe of Hunters, the FBI’s
elite paranormal investigation unit. Rediscover
the first case in book 1 of the New York Times
bestselling series, only from Heather Graham.

Though haunted by the recent deaths of two
teammates, Jackson Crow knows that it’s the
living who commit the most heinous crimes. As a
police officer using her sometimes-otherworldly
intuition, Angela Hawkins already has her hands
full of mystery and bloodshed. Under the
oversight of Adam Harrison, Jackson and Angela
will join a newly formed unit of the FBI, with the
extraordinary opportunity to use their psychic
talents. And the first assignment calls to them
too strongly to resist. In a historic mansion in
the French Quarter, a senator’s wife falls to her
death. Most think she jumped; some say she was
pushed. Yet others believe she was beckoned by
the ghostly spirits inhabiting the house—once
the site of a serial killer’s grisly work. In this
seemingly unsolvable case, only one thing is
certain: whether supernatural or all too human,
crimes of passion will cast Jackson and Angela
straight into danger. Originally published in
2011
The Blacksmith Queen - G.A. Aiken 2019-08-27
When a prophesy brings war to the Land of the
Black Hills, Keeley Smythe must join forces with
a clan of mountain warriors who are really
centaurs in a thrilling new fantasy romance
series from New York Times bestselling author
G.A. Aiken. The Old King Is Dead With the
demise of the Old King, there’s a prophesy that a
queen will ascend to the throne of the Black
Hills. Bad news for the king’s sons, who are
prepared to defend their birthright against all
comers. But for blacksmith Keeley Smythe, war
is great for business. Until it looks like the
chosen queen will be Beatrix, her younger sister.
Now it’s all Keeley can do to protect her family
from the enraged royals. Luckily, Keeley doesn’t
have to fight alone. Because thundering to her
aid comes a clan of kilt-wearing mountain
warriors called the Amichai. Not the most
socially adept group, but soldiers have never
bothered Keeley, and rough, gruff Caid, actually
seems to respect her. A good thing because the
fierce warrior will be by her side for a much
longer ride than any prophesy ever envisioned …
Praise for The Dragon Who Loved Me “A chest
thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying
brawl of a good book.” —All Things Urban
Fantasy “Aiken aces another one.” —RT Book
Reviews, 4 Stars
Hot and Badgered - Shelly Laurenston
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2018-03-27
The “hot and humorous” debut of the actionpacked shapeshifter series from the New York
Times bestselling author of the Pride novels
(USAToday.com). It’s not every day that a
beautiful naked woman falls out of the sky and
lands face-first on grizzly shifter Berg Dunn’s
hotel balcony. Definitely they don’t usually hop
up and demand his best gun. Berg gives the lady
a grizzly-sized t-shirt and his cell phone, too, just
on style points. And then she’s gone, taking his
XXXL heart with her. By the time he figures out
she’s a honey badger shifter, it’s too late. Honey
badgers are survivors. Brutal, vicious, illtempered survivors. Or maybe Charlie TaylorMacKilligan is just pissed that her useless father
is trying to get them all killed again—and won’t
even tell her how. Protecting her little sisters
has always been her job, and she’s not about to
let some pesky giant grizzly protection specialist
with a network of every shifter in Manhattan get
in her way. Wait. He’s trying to help? Why would
he want to do that? He’s cute enough that she
just might let him tag along—that is, if he can
keep up . . . Praise for Shelly Laurenston and the
Honey Badger Chronicles “When it comes to
combining offbeat humor and mayhem, it is
tough to beat Laurenston.”—RT Book Reviews
“Laurenston delights . . . Zany, sarcastic humor .
. . Familiar, well-developed characters and full
immersion into the universe make this a mustread for a new and returning readers
alike.”—Publishers Weekly “Pure, unadulterated
fun. It’s ten pounds of bursting-at-the-seams
excitement in a five-pound bag.”—Bookpage
Dragon Actually - G. A. Aiken 2008
While battling against her greatest enemies, a
warrior princess is torn between her fierce
desire for an arrogant knight and her feelings
for a powerful dragon. Original.
The Mane Event - Shelly Laurenston 2009-10-06
These lion-shifters really know how to make a
woman purr…First in the funny, sexy series from
the New York Times-bestselling author! Mace
Llewellyn. Brendon Shaw. Two tall, gorgeous,
sexy alpha heroes who are 100% male—with a
little something extra. Lion-shifters, to be exact,
who can unleash every woman's animal side and
still look good—make that spectacular—in a suit.
And even better out of it… NYPD cop Desiree
"Dez" MacDermot knows she's changed a lot

since she palled around with her childhood
buddy, Mace. But it's fair to say that Mace has
changed even more. It isn't just those too-sexy
gold eyes, or the six-four, built-like-a-Navy Seal
body. It's something in the way he sniffs her
neck and purrs, making her entire body tingle…
Meanwhile, for Tennessean Ronnie Lee Reed,
New York City is the place where any girl—even
one who runs with a Pack—can redefine herself.
First order of business: find a mate, settle down,
and stop using men for sex. Even big, gorgeous,
lion-shifter men like Brendon Shaw. But she
needn't worry, because now that Brendon's set
his sights on her, the predator in him is ready to
pounce and never let go… “Shelly Laurenston’s
shifter books are full of oddball characters,
strong females with attitude and dialogue that
can have you laughing out loud.” —The
Philadelphia Inquirer
Wolverine Vs. Honey Badger - Kieran Downs
2021
Wolverines and honey badgers are both known
for being ferocious fighters. But what would
happen if these beasts faced off? This highinterest title explores basic facts, attack moves,
and secret weapons of both animals. Features
such as charts and profiles offer visual
representations and allow for comparisons. A
final fight scene brings all the information to an
action-packed finale in this title for reluctant
readers.
Breaking Badger - Shelly Laurenston 2021-08-31
Fans of Thea Harrison and Nalini Singh won’t
want to miss this exciting, funny, and sexy novel
in the mega-popular series. “Shelly Laurenston’s
shifter books are full of oddball characters,
strong females with attitude and dialogue that
can have you laughing out loud.” —The
Philadelphia Inquirer It’s instinct that drives
Finn Malone to rescue a bunch of hard battling
honey badgers. The Siberian tiger shifter just
can’t bear to see his fellow shifters harmed. But
no way can Finn have a houseful of honey
badgers when he also has two brothers with no
patience. Things just go from bad to worse when
the badgers rudely ejected from his home turn
out to be the only ones who can help him solve a
family tragedy. He’s just not sure he can even
get back into the badgers’ good graces. Since
badgers lack graces of any kind . . . Mads knows
her teammates aren’t about to forgive the cats
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that were so rude to them, but moody Finn isn’t
so bad. And he’s cute! The badger part of her
understands Finn’s burning need to avenge his
father’s death—after all, vengeance is her
favorite pastime. So Mads sets about helping
Finn settle his family’s score, which has its
perks, since she gets to avoid her own family
drama. Besides, fighting side by side with Finn is
her kind of fun—especially when she can get in a
hot and heavy snuggle with her very own
growling, eye-rolling, and utterly irresistible
kitty-cat . . . “Filled with high-octane action,
some serious snark, and a plethora of humor..
the resulting madcap adventures are sure to
please series fans.” —Publishers Weekly
Dragon on Top - G.A. Aiken 2015-11-01
A little dragon tenderness goes a long way in the
“hot, hot” fantasy series from the New York
Times bestselling author of the Scarred Earth
Saga (Library Journal). I am Ghleanna the
Decimator. I am a warrior. A soldier. I know no
fear. No pain. No mercy. I do, however, know
acute embarrassment! How could I not after
getting dumped by a bastard dragon in front of
my own troops? So I tuck tail and return to my
cave, drowning my sorrows in ale—as is my
family’s way. But instead of leaving me to my
misery, I’ve been summoned to the Dragon
Queen’s court. As if my life wasn’t pathetic
enough, Her Majesty now has me escorting the
highborn Bram the Merciful through dangerous
territories—not exactly the best use of my
military training. And just so he can negotiate
with enemy dragons instead of battling them?
Honestly, what has my world come to? Then
again . . . Bram is quite easy on the eyes. And
the perfect distraction for what ails me. Perhaps
I’m looking at all this the wrong way. Maybe
there is a place for a little “mercy” in my life . . .
Previously published in Supernatural. Praise for
the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s patented mix of
bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious
dialogue have made this series a truly unique
pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A
chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy
slaying brawl of a good book.”—All Things Urban
Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved
it!”—Thea Harrison, New York Times bestselling
author
Savannah's Secrets - Reese Ryan 2018-03-01
Falling for the boss, or taking him down?

Savannah Carlisle had the perfect plan. By
infiltrating the Abbott family's Tennessee
bourbon empire as their events manager, she'd
be one step closer to claiming the half of the
business they stole from her grandfather. Now,
she's not so sure. Because sexy Blake Abbott,
heir to it all, is simply intoxicating. He's
supposed to be the enemy. But after one long,
stormy weekend, she's pregnant with his child...
Beast Behaving Badly - Shelly Laurenston
2012-03-01
“Shelly Laurenston’s shifter books are full of
oddball characters, strong females with attitude
and dialogue that can have you laughing out
loud.” —The Philadelphia Inquirer Some men
just have more to offer. Like hard-muscled,
shape-shifting Bo Novikov--part polar bear, part
lion, pure alpha… Ten years after Blayne Thorpe
first encountered Bo Novikov, she still can't get
the smooth-talking shifter out of her head. Now
he's shadowing her in New York--all seven-plus
feet of him--determined to protect her from
stalkers who want to use her in shifter dogfights.
Even if he has to drag her off to an isolated
Maine town where the only neighbors are other
bears almost as crazy as he is. Let sleeping dogs
lie. Bo knows it's good advice, but he can't leave
Blayne be. Blame it on her sweet sexiness--or his
hunch that there's more to this little wolfdog
than meets the eye. Blayne has depths he hasn't
yet begun to fathom--much as he'd like to. She
may insist Bo's nothing but a pain in her
delectable behind, but polar bears have patience
in spades. Soon she'll realize how good they can
be together. And when she does, animal instinct
tells him it'll be worth the wait… "Non-stop
laughter, snark, and witty banter." –SmexyBooks
Praise for the novels of Shelly Laurenston
"Delicious, sexy and wicked fun!" --New York
Times bestselling author Gena Showalter on
Bear Meets Girl
The Mane Squeeze - Shelly Laurenston
2014-12-30
A feline shifter finds a man who makes her roar
in a novel by the New York Times-bestselling
author who has “a gift with words and humor”
(USA Today). Growing up on the tough Philly
streets, Gwen O'Neill knows how to fend for
herself. But what is she supposed to do with a
nice suburban Jersey boy who has a tendency to
turn into a massive Grizzly? Despite his
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menacing growl and four-inch claws, Gwen finds
Lachlan "Lock" MacRyrie cute and really sweet.
He actually watches out for her, and unlike the
rest of her out-of-control family, manages not to
morbidly embarrass her. Too bad cats don't
believe in forever. At nearly seven feet tall, Lock
is used to people responding to him in two ways:
screaming or running away. Gwen--half lioness,
half tigress, all kick-ass--does neither. She's sexy
beyond belief and smart as hell, but she's so
busy protecting her family and friends that she's
forgetting about her own safety. Lock probably
shouldn't get involved, but he can't simply walk
away. Not when Gwen means absolutely
everything to him. “With a sharp eye for detail,
Laurenston manages to combine Animal Planet
and The Sopranos with bonus life-altering roller
derby. Fans of the series will enjoy this latest
addition.”—Publishers Weekly Praise for Shelly
Laurenston's novels "Bear Meets Girl is
hilarious, sexy fun."--Heroes and Heartbreakers
"Fast-paced action and smoking hot love
scenes." --RT Book Reviews Top Pick on Wolf
with Benefits
Make Me Want (Mills & Boon Dare) (The Make
Me Series, Book 1) - Katee Robert 2018-03-01
"I want everything." She’s taking control. And
it’s driving him wild!
Pack Challenge - Shelly Laurenston 2021-08-14
What's an Alpha Male to do when he meets the
Alpha Female of his dreams? Step one, hide all
sharp objects. All Zach Sheridan ever wanted
was to become Alpha Male of his Pack and to be
left alone. What he definitely didn't need in his
life was some needy female demanding his
attention. What he never saw coming was the
vicious, scarred female who not only demanded
his attention but knew exactly how to get it. Sara
Morrighan knew this was the best she could
expect from her life. Good friends. A nice place
to live. And a safe job. But when Zach rode into
her small Texas town with his motorcycle club,
Sara knew she wanted more. She knew she
wanted him. But after one sexy encounter with
her dream biker, everything is starting to
change. Her body. Her strength. That new thing
she's doing with the snarling. Even her best
friends are starting to wonder what's going on
with her. But this is only the beginning. Sara's
about to find out her life was meant for so much
more. And Zach's about to find true love with the

one woman who makes him absolutely insane.
The Pride Series - Shelly Laurenston
2020-02-25
Animal magnetism has a whole new meaning
when the menagerie of shapeshifters in Shelly
Laurenston’s Pride series prowls, sniffs, howls,
and roars into hot-blooded action . . . THE
MANE EVENT NYPD cop Desiree “Dez”
MacDermot knows she’s changed a lot since she
palled around with her childhood buddy, Mace.
But it’s fair to say that Mace has changed even
more. It isn't just those intensely gold eyes, or
the six-four, built-like-a-Navy Seal body. It's
something in the way he sniffs her neck and
purrs, making her entire body tingle . . . THE
BEAST IN HIM Some things are so worth
waiting for. Like the moment when Jessica Ward
“accidentally” bumps into heartthrob Bobby Ray
Smith and shows him just how far she’s come
since high school. Now Jess is a success on her
own terms. And she can enjoy a romp with a big,
bad wolf and walk away. Easy. Or so she thinks .
. . THE MANE ATTRACTION Weddings have the
strangest effect on people. Exhibit 1: Sissy Mae
waking up in Mitch Shaw's bed the morning
after her brother Bobby Ray’s nuptials. Exhibit
2: the gunmen trying to kill Mitch. Exhibit 3:
Sissy Mae escorting a bleeding yet sexy lion
shifter to her Tennessee Pack’s turf for safe
keeping. It doesn't help that Mitch's appraising
gaze makes her feel like the most desirable
creature on earth . . . THE MANE SQUEEZE
Growing up on the tough Philly streets, Gwen
O’Neill knows how to fend for herself. But what
is she supposed to do with a nice, suburban
Jersey boy who has a tendency to turn into a
massive Grizzly? Despite his menacing growl
and four-inch claws, Gwen finds Lachlan “Lock”
MacRyrie cute and really sweet. He actually
watches out for her, and unlike the rest of her
out-of-control family, manages not to morbidly
embarrass her. Too bad cats don’t believe in
forever . . . Praise for the Novels of Shelly
Laurenston “Hot and humorous.”
—USAToday.com “Shelly Laurenston’s shifter
books are full of oddball characters, strong
females with attitude and dialogue that can have
you laughing out loud.” —The Philadelphia
Inquirer “A little bit of everything . . . humor,
passion, and suspense with a touch of
paranormal.” —FreshFiction
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A Tale of Two Dragons - G.A. Aiken 2013-11-01
First in the “hot, hot” and humorous fantasy
series from the New York Times bestselling
author of the Scarred Earth Saga (Library
Journal). Braith of the Darkness likes going
through life unnoticed. Not an easy task for a
She-dragon of royal descent. But the evil plots of
her father are turning her quiet, boring life
upside down, and she has now become the
enemy of the most vicious queen her kind has
ever known. But for once, Braith won’t have to
fight alone. Not when the warrior dragon of her
dreams is willing to risk everything to save her
neck. Addolgar the Cheerful wishes he could say
he’s helping the pretty royal strictly for
honorable reasons—but he’d be lying. It’s not his
fault, though! He didn’t tell Braith of the
Darkness to have the most delicious tail he’s
ever seen! Yet before Addolgar can get his very
strong claws on that tail, heads are going to roll.
Just hopefully not theirs . . . Praise for the
Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s patented mix of
bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious
dialogue have made this series a truly unique
pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A
chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy
slaying brawl of a good book.”—All Things Urban
Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved
it!”—Thea Harrison, New York Times bestselling
author
In a Badger Way - Shelly Laurenston 2020-02-25
New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Shelly Laurenston follows the explosive
success of Hot and Badgered with the second
installment in her sizzingly outrageous series,
this time featuring a heroine who is half tiger,
half honey badger shifter, and fully living her
truth. Petite, kind, brilliant, and young, Stevie is
nothing like the usual women bodyguard Shen Li
is interested in. Even more surprising, the
youngest of the lethal, ball-busting, and beautiful
MacKilligan sisters is terrified of bears. But
she’s not terrified of pandas. She loves pandas.
Which means that whether Shen wants her to or
not, she simply won’t stop cuddling him. He isn’t
some stuffed Giant Panda, ya know! He is a
Giant Panda shifter. He deserves respect and
personal space. Something that little hybrid is
completely ignoring. But Stevie has a way of
finding trouble. Like going undercover to take
down a scientist experimenting on other shifters.

For what, Shen doesn’t want to know, but they’d
better find out. And fast. Stevie might be the
least violent of the honey badger sisters, but
she’s the most dangerous to Shen’s peace of
mind. Because she has absolutely no idea how
much trouble they’re in . . . or just how damn
adorable she is. Praise for Shelly Laurenston
“Hot and humorous.” —USAToday.com on Hot
and Badgered “Laurenston delights…Zany,
sarcastic humor…Familiar, well-developed
characters and full immersion into the universe
make this a must-read for a new and returning
readers alike.” —Publishers Weekly on In a
Badger Way “In a Badger Way is pure,
unadulterated fun. It’s ten pounds of bursting-atthe-seams excitement in a five pound bag…No
one does it like Shelly Laurenston when it comes
to unique, unparalleled heroines and the heroes
who can’t help but love them. Even when they’re
honey badgers.” —Bookpage on In a Badger Way
Feel the Burn - G.A. Aiken 2015-11-24
War makes strange bedfellows in this “awesome
read . . . the perfect mix of mystery, action, and
romance” from the New York Times bestselling
author (BTH Reviews). I, Gaius Domitus, oneeyed rebel dragon king of the Provinces, know
better than most that sacrifices must be made,
since I have to fight off half my ungrateful family
on a regular basis to keep law and order here in
my lands. But I never expected to have to
consort with a barbarian human woman. Kachka
is beautiful, if you like them fierce—and of
course I do. But she keeps complaining about
how spoiled and decadent I am, and how a
feared Daughter of the Steppes has no time for
foolish dragons. I think she likes my eye patch,
though. It is quite dashing. With death always at
our tails, we take our passion like we take our
allies. As they say, love the barbarian you’re
with . . . Praise for the Dragon Kin Series
“Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action,
crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue have
made this series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT
Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping,
mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a
good book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laughout-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New
York Times bestselling author
Belong To The Night - Cynthia Eden 2010-09-01
Wanna know where the real wild things are. .
.and what they like to do there? Belong To The
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Night The Wolf, The Witch, And Her Lack Of
Wardrobe by Shelly Laurenston Jamie Meacham
has enough trouble controlling her supernatural
abilities. There's no time for lust, or for Tully
Smith, even with his smoldering amber eyes. But
Tully's grappling with his own animal instincts
as a powerful shifter-wolf, trying to protect all
his territory. . . In The Dark by Cynthia Eden FBI
agent and leopard shifter Sadie James' undead
ex, Liam, still arouses her deepest desires. By
teaming up with Liam, Sadie has a better chance
of tracking the brutal rogue shifter who is
terrorizing Miami, but as passion consumes
them, she stands to lose more than just her
heart. City Of The Dead by Sherrill Quinn Dori
Falcon is a witch with a plan: get to New
Orleans, locate her missing brother, and recover
a mysterious and powerful amulet. Her plan
never included falling for sexy Cajun cop Jake
Boudreau;but without his help, she may never
find the key to her family's survival.
How to Drive a Dragon Crazy - G.A. Aiken
2012-06-06
Sanity is overrated in this “captivating, funny,
exciting” fantasy adventure from the New York
Times bestselling author of the Scarred Earth
Saga (Smexy Books). Some things never go
away, like vile enemies, bad ale, and annoying
kin. But I thought I was finished with the one
dragon I’d have done anything for: Éibhear the
Blue, a big, gorgeous, blue-haired beast who
thinks the world belongs to him. The world and,
apparently, me. So if Éibhear wants to play the
caring hero and travel into the most forsaken of
Gods forsaken lands to protect the one woman
who doesn’t need it—namely me—I’ll let him.
Because while I’m trying to fulfill a ridiculous
quest for a pushy god, I’m going to draw this
overconfident warlord much too close, rekindle
his fires, and enjoy every minute of his delicious
defeat . . . Praise for the Dragon Kin Series
“Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action,
crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue have
made this series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT
Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping,
mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a
good book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-

out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New
York Times bestselling author "A hot, hot series."
--Library Journal
Phoenix Unbound - Grace Draven 2018-09-25
In this USA Today bestselling novel, a woman
with power over fire and illusion and the
enslaved son of a chieftain battle a corrupt
empire in this powerful and deeply emotional
romantic fantasy. Every year, each village is
required to send a young woman to the Empire's
capital--her fate to be burned alive for the
entertainment of the masses. For the last five
years, one small village's tithe has been the
same woman. Gilene's sacrifice protects all the
other young women of her village, and her
secret to staying alive lies with the magic only
she possesses. But this year is different. Azarion,
the Empire's most famous gladiator, has
somehow seen through her illusion--and is set on
blackmailing Gilene into using her abilities to
help him escape his life of slavery. Unknown to
Gilene, he also wants to reclaim the birthright of
his clan. To protect her family and village, she
will abandon everything to return to the Empire-and burn once more.
Hey Roberto Hu - Matthias Leue 2021-05-15
Hey, Roberto Hu is a collection of descriptive,
amusing, and exiting travel stories.The title
story takes place in Venezuela during the time
when Hugo Chavez was still ruling the country.
The third book from Matthias Leue, this volume
is written from the perspective of a writer with a
photographer's eye and looks at a fascinating,
colorful, often dangerous, amazingly diverse,
and unforgettable country with exploration of
Caracas, Merida, the Andes, and Los Roques.The
other travel stories in the book take place in
California, with trips to Santa Cruz and Redding,
and several journeys in the Great Pacific
Northwest: along the Oregon Coast, in and
around Portland, and parts of Washington
State.Since the author loves to cook and eat, all
the stories contain culinary tidbits.The
introduction features a commentary by the
author's cat, who is of course mentioned briefly
in several stories and who hopes to have more
representation in future books.Twenty-seven
watercolors enhance the stories in the book.
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